I. The following faculty members attended the meeting:
G. Erlebacher, M. Gunzburger, C. Huang, A. Lemmon, T. Plewa, B. Quaife,
S. Shangbhag, D. Slice, X. Wang and M. Ye.

II. Announcements and Discussion:

Oct 31 at 2:30 pm, Jennifer Broomfield, Title IX Director will meet with DSC
faculty and graduate students.

Gordon updated everyone on the Science Fair at Lake Ella, Tallahassee
Community College Day and Career Fair in Jacksonville.

Discussion of an open house this Fall inviting high school students.

Discussion concerning enrollment in our classes. All courses that are relevant
to the faculty member should ask Bill Burgess to make a poster.

Gordon announced the replacement of the carpet is in the works.

Gordon mentioned that he has reached out to Social Sciences, Political
Science and Geography to see if their Undergrads would be interested in an
Applied Comp in Python course. No one has replied.

Discussion of possible conflicts with our courses and other departments.
Gordon asked the faculty to send him an email if there are concerns.

Tomek talked about the problems with Hurricane Hermine and the damage to
our system. Tomek, Bryan and Li are working on solutions to remedy the
problem in the future.

VI. Meeting was adjourned.